Let me introduce you to the genre of social-horror. Many social-horror books will focus on issues of race, gender, sexuality, class, or nationhood while still keeping within the realm of these 7 social-horror books are equal parts thought-provoking and terrifying. Genres are helpful in the brochure although the fighting feels fine. The game includes a gender-diverse cast (despite the “boyfriend” in its title), lets you date multiple people with.

The 50 best video games of 2021
This makes sense, given how closely the studio’s history is tied to the genre. The studio’s first Mulan played with gender and sexuality, in a manner that is arguably bolder than in... 

Encanto is the latest of Disney’s quietly revolutionary princess movies
An award-winning theater and opera director, writer and actor, she has been on the frontier of virtual live theater, directing genre-defying works for her... 

‘Go big. Ask for the world’: The Lewis Center’s Elena Araoz on inspiration, innovation and making the sky your limit
These 20 books span genres and perspectives — from space to... 

The month in metal – November 2021
metal has been a genre that has grown on me. The more I learn and understand the subtleties, the more delight I get from brutal sounds. I also think it is wicked to see a woman breaking gender... 

Historical Brit awards nominations unveiled on the Brits are coming next month
Established directors and those new to the industry went head to head, and as always there was wide diversity of film genres six decade career encompasses gender-focused documentaries and... 

Quo Vadis, Aida? Srebrenica drama scoops top prize at European film awards
Classics of the genre are the credit cards accused of awarding bigger loans to men than women, based simply on which gender got the best credit terms in the past. Or the recruitment... 

An AI debates its own ethics at Oxford Union - What it said was startling
Recent Nielsen data for the 2020-2021 TV season shows that among the top 1,500 programs, 78% have some presence of racial, ethnic, gender America’s most watched genres — such as drama... 

In scene, but not seen
VanDerWerff said there could be more space in holiday films for nuance — especially if it allows for more diversity in the genre. “These stories are based on tropes that inherently don’t take into... 

Diversity in holiday movies improves, but gaps still need to be filled
Say what you will about the Western being a tired genre, but when it comes to tracing shifts in the American cultural identity over long stretches of time, there’s still nothing quite like it. 

‘Single’ sensation: an interview with actor Michael Urie
We see the effects of being constantly this book is the follow-up to Gender Outlaw, Kate Bornstein’s... 

30 best biography books you should have read by now
but it’s also a moving story of intergenerational trauma that delicately explores the ripple effects of sexual abuse and domestic violence. A genre-bending book: partly the story of the author... 

The Globe 100: The books we loved in 2021
Check out every title or scan for your favourite genre. We’ve sorted them into sections to sometimes comic effect, wrestling with the deeper meaning behind everyday dramas.